10 X 7 min
Ages 3-5
SYNOPSIS:
Lili and Lola live in a small apartment in a big city
with Mama and Papa and their lazy cat, Kensington.
Their building is filled with interesting people
from all over the world. Outside their doorsteps, the city awaits
with fun things to do and places to explore.
Each episode contains a literacy lesson and a social/emotional lesson.
We place special importance on the cultural celebrations and nuances of an Iranian-Canadian family,
introducing audiences to Persian cooking, culture and traditions.

Episode 1 “THE LIGHT BULB”
When a cat chases a bird around the
living room, everything gets knocked over.
Can Papa, Lili, and Lola, clean up the mess
before Mama gets home?

Episode 4 “LILI DETECTIVE”
When Lola can’t find her pet monkey toy,
Lili leads the family in a sleuthing adventure
to locate the missing doll.

Episode 5 “NOROOZ”
The family sets the table for the Persian New Year
but it all gets destroyed when Kensington
gets his tail stepped on and goes leaping
around the room. With everything ruined
and only a few minutes left to go,
can the family save Norooz?

Episode 6 “THE FOUR SEASONS”
When Lili is struck with a bout of stage fright,
it’s little Lola who comes to the rescue.

Episode 7 “THE MUSIC BOX”
Lili and Lola accidentally break something that
belongs to their neighbor, Mrs. Oldstein. She
thinks her parrot, Pele, is the culprit and punishes
him. Lili and Lola must decide whether to tell the
truth. If they do, however, it means they
will get in a big trouble.

Episode 8 “THANKS BUT NO THANKS”
Sam comes over for lunch. Lili’s Aunt is making
delicious Persian food, only he can’t jump in and
eat because of a famous Persian tradition called
“Taarof” - being polite.

Episode 9 “BABA’S ICE CREAM: PART 1”
Grandpa visits the family and
decides to take the girls out for an ice-cream.
However, he gets sidetracked into various
Persian stores to teach the girls about the
culture and history. While the kids were getting
bored, they run into the Persian Day Parade,
where the lessons come to life in front of them.

Episode 10 “BABA’S ICE CREAM: PART 2”
Lili and Lola, accompanied by their grandfather,
Baba, race to find the last clue on
their scavenger hunt for ice cream while
at the Persian Day Parade.
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